
 

 

 

MODELLISTA Rolls Out Customizing Parts for All-New RAV4PHV 

 
June 8, 2020 

 

June 8, 2020, TOYOTA CUSTOMIZING & DEVELOPMET Co., Ltd. announces the launch of customizing parts for 

All-New RAV4PHV and the start of sales at all nationwide TOYOTA dealers in Japan. 

 

Based on the concept of "URBAN SOLID STRIDER", combining rigid modeling and sharp details, 

It further emphasizes the advanced image of the new model RAV4PHV and expresses an urban cross style that 

combines high quality with urban scenes. 

The front spoiler has a sharp smoked-plated decoration that gives it a premium sporty taste and, creates a 

dynamic beauty with a feeling of pushing out and a functional beauty that makes you feel running. 

Furthermore, the garnish has a blackout and plated decoration to create a high-quality, sporty front face. 

 Also MODELLISTA original new design, 20 inch Alloy Wheel “WingDancer XIV” is adopted. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

                 



Part Name Remarks 

MODELLISTA  Aero Parts Set（ Set of  A ＋ B ＋ C   ） 

 

 A  Front Spoiler 

 

 

 B   Side Skirt 

 

 

 C  Rear Spats 

 

 

 

 

Part Name Remarks 

Front Grill Garnish 

 

 

Head Lamp Garnish 

 

 

Back Door Garnish 

 

 

 



Part Name Remarks 

LED Room Lamp Set 

 

 

Luggage LED 

 

 

LED Smart Foot Light  

  

 

 

 

Part Name Remarks 

20inch Alloy Wheel & Tire Set 

(with Lock Nuts) 

MODELLISTA Wing DancerⅩⅣ<Black x Polish>＆  

MICHELIN PILOT SPORT 4 SUV) 

Size：20×7.5J＆245/45R20 Inset 36 

 

 

* This list is based on Japanese model and our products are intended use only within Japan. 

 

Before After 



INFORMATION 

Date of Release 

 

June 8, 2020 

 

MODELLISTA Global Website 

 

https://www.modellista.co.jp/en/ 

 

 



TOYOTA RAV4 PHV Customizing Parts

Application

Z

Non-Painted D2531-63910-00 Resin(ABS)、Non-Painted

Painted D2531-63910-※1 Resin(ABS)、Painted　with genuine color

Non-Painted D2531-63910-00 Resin(ABS)、Non-Painted

Painted D2531-63910-※1 Resin(ABS)、Painted　with genuine color

Non-Painted D2611-63910-00 Resin(ABS)、Non-Painted

Painted D2611-63910-※1 Resin(ABS)、Painted　with genuine color

Non-Painted D2641-63910-00 Resin(ABS/PP)、Non-Painted

Painted D2641-63910-※1 Resin(ABS/PP)、Painted　with genuine color

Cool Shine Kit D2020-60310 Resin(ABS)、Set of Front Grill garnish, Head Lamp Garnish and Back Door Garnish

Front Grill Garnish Black x Chrome D2533-60310 Resin(ABS)

Head Lamp Garnish Black x Chrome D2533-60320 Resin(ABS)

Back Door Garnish Chrome D2645-60310 Resin(ABS)

20inch Alloy Wheel & Tire Set (with lock nuts) 20×7.5J&245/45R20 D2426-64010 WingDancerXⅣ<Black x Polish>&Michelin PILOT SPORT 4SUV ※2 ※3

LED Room Lamp Set White Surface Emitting D2815-60310 Set of 2 Front Personal Lamps、2 Vanity Lamps、1 Room Lamp and 1 Luggage Room Lamp

Luggage LED White D2815-60320

LED Smart Foot Light White D2815-60330

※1. The following code is added for each color for the part number of the painted parts. White Pearl Crystal Shine: A0, Gray Metallic: B1, Attitude Black Mica: C0

※2. Price of center caps, valves, lock nuts and dedicated  pattern key are included.

※3. Not included Wheel nuts. Please use standard installed Wheel nuts.

        Drilling to the body/bumper or resin product will be required when installing.

<Handling Caution>

- Please do not conduct any modification to the product or it may cause a serious accident or damage.

-Modellista parts cannot be combined with “Toyota genuine parts” in principle.

-When towing the vehicle with a front spoiler, the front spoiler may be deformed.

<Aero Parts>

-When installing aero parts, the clearance with the road surface becomes narrow, and it becomes easy to interfere with curb bump or slopes on road. Also, aero parts may be damaged under snows or freezes.

-Aero parts are made of resin (ABS).  This material is weak to impact in general. Especially, be careful  when it is extremely cold.

-Painted parts may not have the exact same paint color as the standard vehicle.

<Alloy Wheel & Tire Set>

-Please be noted that Installation of "Alloy Wheel & Tire Set" or "Alloy Wheel Set"  may increase the driving sound or lower the draining level during rain and grip during snowing condition.

  Also driving comfortability or steering stability may differ from standard vehicle. Tires may wear faster compared to standard tires. Tire chain may not be applicable.

-When installing "Alloy Wheel & Tire Set" or "Alloy Wheel Set", please follow the above application.

-Tire may interfere or protrude if Tire other than setting are installed.

-The wheel nut adapter and dedicated  pattern key included with the product are required if Tire puncture. So, always be keep them on the vehicle.

*This list is based on Japanese model and our products are intended use only within Japan. We cannot provide any information regarding their suitability for use outside Japan. 

*The contents is as of June, 2020, and the specification and accessory are subject to change without notice.
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Remarks

MODELLISTA

Front Spoiler

Vehicles with panoramic view monitor & rear cross traffic auto
brake and blind spot monitor

Vehicles without panoramic view monitor & rear cross traffic
auto brake and blind spot monitor

Side Skirt

Rear Spats

Part Name


